
1. This competition is global and open to anyone aged 18 or over.

2.  To successfully submit an entry, one is required a functioning Trainshot System using the Trainshot 

     Smart Paper Target, a smart device with network connection and the Trainshot App (version: 1.1.4 or newer)

3.  The competition is free to enter (no purchase is necessary).

4.  To participate, one is required a user name and their e-mail to register.

5.  Only one entry is permitted per person. Entries are to be submitted online and participants are allowed to

     (overwrite/rewrite) their submission with a new one throughout the duration of the competition. The duration

     is defined by Trainshot before the start of the competition, as displayed on screen. 

6.  Entrants are further required to follow the instructions and requirements as stated in the specific competition

     to successfully enter and to be eligible to win prizes (e.g. only approved guns, calibers, stance, shooting poi

     distance, clear videoproof attachment, etc.).

7.  Trainshot reserves the right to change or withdraw the competition and/or prize at any time.

8.  Trainshot shall not be responsible for technical errors in telecommunication networks, internet access or

     otherwise, preventing entry.

9.  All entrants must meet gun security and legal requirements. Trainshot shall not be responsible for entrants

     meeting these requirements. Trainshot reserves the right to disqualify entrants if they are unable to meet gun

     security and legal requirements.

10.  Submitting your entry constitutes your consent for us to use your entry for editorial or publicity purposes

       within limits of the Privacy Policy of Trainshot.

11.  Every effort will be made to notify the winners by email within the week after closing a competition. Winners

       must respond within 30 days. Otherwise, they forfeit the right to claim the prize in favor of the entrant

       following in the ranking. 

12.  By proceeding, you have agreed to these Terms and Conditions and the Privacy Policy of Trainshot and you

       are an eligible participant in the Trainshot Online Competition.
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